THE LOBBY LOUNGE

THE LOBBY LOUNGE SPEAKS OF CONVERSATIONS AND THE PURE ENJOYMENT OF THE MOMENT THROUGH OUR QUINTESSENTIAL AFTERNOON TEA EXPERIENCE. WE INVITE YOU TO PARTAKE IN THE TIME-HONOURED RITUAL OF AFTERNOON TEA AT THE RITZ-CARLTON, KUALA LUMPUR WHERE DECADENT DELICACIES AND FINE TEAS ARE SERVED WHILE BEING SERENADED BY OUR RESIDENT QUARTET.

PRICES ARE IN MALAYSIAN RINGGIT (MYR) SUBJECT TO PREVAILING SERVICE CHARGE AND TAXES.
CHAMPAGNE AFTERNOON TEA

INCLUDES TWO GLASSES OF ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

FRESHLY BAKED SCONES WITH CLOTTED CREAM AND PRESERVES, PIES, QUICHES, ASSORTED FINGER SANDWICHES AND HANDCRAFTED DESSERTS

CHOICE OF LOOSE LEAF TEA FROM OUR SELECTION

MYR300 FOR TWO
TRADITIONAL ENGLISH AFTERNOON TEA

FRESHLY BAKED SCONES WITH CLOTTED CREAM AND PRESERVES, PIES, QUICHES, ASSORTED FINGER SANDWICHES AND HANDCRAFTED DESSERTS

CHOICE OF LOOSE LEAF TEA FROM OUR SELECTION

MYR160 FOR TWO
SIGNATURE

THE RITZ-CARLTON, KUALA LUMPUR BLEND
CHINESE TIE KUAN YING. A GREEN OOLONG
WITH A DELICATE CREAMY FLAVOUR.

GRAND CLASSICS

EARL GREY
DELICATE FLORAL CEYLON BLENDED WITH
THE REFRESHING AROMA OF BERGAMOT.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST
A FULL-BODIED TEA WITH A TANGY RICHNESS.
EXCELLENT WITH MILK OR ON ITS OWN.

HEAVEN & EARTH
MILDLY TART SENCHA WITH THE SWEETNESS
OF STRAWBERRY AND KIWI.

CLASSIC ORANGE PEKOE
A WELL-BALANCED AND AROMATIC TEA LEAF BLEND FROM
THE TEA ESTATES OF THE UVA AND DIMBULA DISTRICTS.

INDIA

SPRING DARJEELING (NURBONG)
A TENDER AND FLOWERY DARJEELING TEA HARVESTED IN
SPRING ON THE SOUTHERN SLOPES OF THE HIMALAYAS.

MASALA CHAI
BLACK TEA WITH A COMBINATION OF AROMATIC SPICES
FOR A BURST OF EXOTIC, SPICY FLAVOUR.

GOLDEN ASSAM
DARK TEA LEAVES WITH SOME GOLDEN TIPS.
GOLDEN ASSAM TEA IS KNOWN FOR ITS RICH,
MALTY TASTE WITH A SWEET AROMA.

MYR25 PER POT
CHINA

JASMINE PEARL
Green tea scented with fresh jasmine petals and shaped into pearls that unfurl when steeped, releasing a light and refreshing aroma.

OOLONG PEACH
An elegant oolong taste with a sweet, fragrant hint of white peaches.

JASMINE GOLD
Chinese green tea flavoured with freshly picked jasmine flowers. A truly fragrant experience.

FUJIAN WHITE TEA

YIN ZHEN
The tea buds, covered in soft down, are known as silver needles. An exquisitely mild tea with a sweet aftertaste.

PAI MU TAN
The white peony tea evokes the flavour of fresh, raw bud, having plucked by hand before the leaves open.

YUNNAN MATURED TEA

IMPERIAL PU-ERH
The golden leaf buds produce a red-coloured brew with a smooth and earthy flavour.

JAPAN

SUPERIOR GYOKURA
Developed in Kyoto, the tea plants are grown in the shade, producing a light green tea with an elegant aroma and a mild, fruity sweetness.

FANCY SENCHA
An exquisite and delicate leafed sencha. This tea is light green in the cup, with a gentle breath of bittersweetness.

MYR25 PER POT
SOUTH AFRICA

VANILLA ROOIBOS
An aromatic, traditional beverage from the South African red bush, gently scented with delicate vanilla.

SWEET HONEYBUSH
Honeybush from South Africa enveloped in the intensive fragrance of honey and vanilla.

MINT

MOROCCAN
An invigorating blend of green tea and the aromatic Moroccan mint for a refreshing and revitalising experience.

PEPPERMINT
A relaxing herbal infusion full of freshness with natural menthol.

FRUIT INFUSIONS

SOFT PEACH
Precious bourbon vanilla complements the mild and sweet taste of peaches.

STRAWBERRY & CRISP
Ripe strawberries fresh from the garden harmoniously combined with yoghurt crisps.

APPLE FANTASIES
Refreshing infusion of apple, lemongrass and citrus flavours.

---

MYR25 PER POT
EXCLUSIVE BLENDS

IRISH WHISKEY CREAM
AN EXTRAVAGANT AROMA OF IRISH WHISKEY WITH A HINT OF COCOA BLENDED WITH A MALTY ASSAM TEA.

RED ROSES
A BLEND OF THE FINEST BLACK TEA WITH RED ROSE PETALS FOR A FLOWERY, MILD AND LIGHT TEA.

MORGENTAUX
A FASCINATING COMPOSITION OF LARGE-LEAFED SENCHA AND MANGO CITRUS FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE.

WILD CHERRY
EXTRAVAGANTLY BLENDED TEA WITH THE INTENSE AROMA OF JAPANESE WILD CHERRIES.

AYURVEDIC TEA

LIFE AND BEAUTY
AN EXCELLENT HERBAL INFUSION OF TROPICAL FRUITS AND ALOE VERA, PERFECT NOT ONLY FOR YOUR INNER WELL-BEING BUT ALSO FOR YOUR APPEARANCE.

PURE CAMOMILE
A CAFFEINE-FREE HERBAL TEA WITH A PLEASANT AND RELAXING EFFECT AND TASTES TANGY AND AROMATIC.

LEMONGRASS
A REVITALISING CAFFEINE-FREE INFUSION WITH THE REFRESHINGLY TANGY TASTE OF LEMON.

HERB AND GINGER
A WONDERFUL HERBAL BREW OF GINGER ROOT, LEMONGRASS, LIQUORICE AND VERBENA BASED ON AYURVEDIC PHILOSOPHY.

MYR25 PER POT